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l. Drarv a skctch of the situation, shorving all relevant dimen-

I One end of a solid cylindrical copper rod 0.200 nr long and 0.0250 m

i in radius is inserted into a large block of solid hyr}'ogen ar irs melt-
i ing t.n,p"rrture, 13.84 K. The other end is blackened and exposed
i to thernral radiation from surrounding walls at 500.0 K. The sides
, of the rod are insulatecl, so no energy is lost or gainecl except at the

I ends of the rod. (a) When equilibrium is reached, what is the tem-

; perature o1'the blackened end? The thermal conductivity of copper
at temperatures rrear 20 K is 1670 Wm , K. (b) Ar whar rate (in kg/h.1

i does the solid hydrogen melt?

other end and into the solid hydrogen? Use your answers to
select the appropriate equarions for part (a).

4. How does the heat current lrom the rod into the hydrogen
determine the rate at whicl.r tlre hydrogen melts? (lllnr.. See
Table 17.4.) Use your answer.to select the appropriate equa-
tions for part (b).

EHgCI'TT

5. Solve for the temperature of the blackened end of the rod.
(Hlnr.' Since copper is an excellent conductor of heat at low
temperalure, you can assume that the temperature ofthe black-
ened end is only slightly higher than I 3.84 K.)

6. Use your result fryxn step 5 ro find the rate at which the hyclro-
gen melts.

firfltuffrI
7. Is your result from step 5 consistent with the hint given in that

step?

8. How rvc'ru1d your results liom steps 5 and 6 be affected if the
rod had twice the radius?

917,9 A student asserts that a suitable"unit firr specifir: heat is
I m21s2. Co. Is shc correcl? Why or why not?
017,10 In some household air conditioners used in dry climates,
air is cooled by blowing it through a water-soaked fllter, evaporat-
ing sorne of the water. How does this cool the air? Would such a

system work well in a high-humidiry climate? Why or why not?
017.11 The units of specific heat c are J/kg'K, but the units of
heat of fusion lf or lreat of vaporization Zu are sirnply J/kg. Why
do the unjts of L5 and L, not include a iactor of (K)-l to account
for a temperature change?
017.12 Why is a hot, hurnid day in the ttopics generally more
uncornfortable for human beings than a hot, dry day in the
desert?

817.13 A piece o1'aluminum foit used to wrap a porato for baking
in a hot oven c.ln usually be handlecl sal'ely within a i'ew seconds
after the potato is removed fiom the oven. The same is not true of
the potato, howeverl Cive trvo reasons fbr this difl'erence.

0I7,14 Descrt travelers sometimes keep water in a canvas bag.
Some water seeps through the bag and evaporates. How does this
cool the water inside the bag?

017,15 When ,vou hrst step out of the shower, you feel cold. But
as soon as you are dry you I'eel rvarmer, even though the loom tem-
peraturc does not change. Why?
817,16 The chnrate of regions adjacent to large bodies of ,'v;rter

(like thc Pacific and Atlantic coasts) usually fealures a nan'owsr'
range of tomperature than the clirnate of regions lar fronr large
bodies of water (1ike the prairies). Why?
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*, **, ***'. Problems of increasing difficulty. *F: Cumulative problems incorporating rnaterial from earlier chapters. SS{"S: Problems
requiring calculus. $i*: Biosciences problems.

s1()ns.

2. List the known and unknorvn quantities, and identify the target
variabies.

3. In order for the rod to be in equilibrium, how must the radiation
heat current fi'om the walls into the blackened end of the lod
compsre to the conduction heat current frorn this end t<l the
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817.1 Explain why it would not make sense to use a firll-size glass

thennomeler to measure tlre temperature of a thimbleful of hot water.

017.2 If you heat the air inside a rigid, sealed container until its
Kelvin temperature doubles, the air pressure in the coritainer tvill
also double. Is the same thing true if you double the Celsius tem-
perature of the air in the container? Explain.
017,3 Man.v automobile engines have cast-iron cylinders and alu-
minum pistons. \Yhat kinds of problems could occur if the engine
gets too hot? (The coefficient of volume expansion of cast iron is
approximately the same as that of steel.)
0'17,4 Why do frozen rvater pipes burst? Would a mercury ther-
morneter break if the temperatrlre went below the freezing temper-
ature of mercury? Why or why not?
0I7,5 Tivo hodies niade ollhe sarne material have the same exter-
nal dimensions and appearance. but one is solid and the other is
hollow. When their temperature is increased, is the overall volume
expansion the same or different? Why?
0'17.6 TI.re inside of an oven is at a temperature of 200'C (392'F).
You can put youlhand in the oven without injury as long as you
don't touch anything. But since the air inside the oven is also at

200oC, why isn't your hand burned iust the same?

817.7 A nelvspaper article about lhe weather states that "the tem-
perature of a body meiisures how much heat the borly contains." Is

this description correct? Why or why not?

8t7.8 Toraise the temperature ofan object, nrust you add heat to it?
If you add heat to an object, rnust you raise its ternperatule? Explain.
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017.17 When water is placed in ice-cube trays in a freezer, why

doesn't the water freeze all at once when the temperature has

reached 0"C'? In fact, the water freezes lirst in a layer adjacent to

the sides of the tray. Why?
01I.18 Before giving you an injection, a physician swabs your
arm with isopropyl alcohol at room temperature. Why does this
nrake your arnr feel cold? (Hint: The reason is not the fear of the

injection! The boiling point of isopropyl alcohol is 82.4'C.)
817.19 A cold block of metal feels colder than a block of rvood at

the same temperature. Why? A /rot block of metal leels hotter than
a block of wood at the same temperature. Again, why'? Is there any

temperature at which the two bkrcks feel equally hot or cold? What
temperature is this?
017.20 A person pours a cup of hot coffee, intending to drink it
five minutes later. To keep tlre coffee as hot as possible, should she

put cream in it now or wait untiljust before she drinks it? Explain.
017.21 When a frdshly baked apple pie has just been rernoved
ltom the oven, the crust and lilling are both at the sane tempera-
ture. Yet if you sample the pie, the filling will bum your tongue but
the crust will uot. Wlry is there a dift'erence? (Hint: The filling is
moist while the crust is dry.)
917.22 Old-t.ime kitchen lore suggests that things cook better'
(evenly and without burning) in heavy cast-iron pots. What desir-

able characteristics do such pots have?
817.23 In coastal regions in the winter, the temperature over lhe
land is generally colder than the temperature over the nearby ocean;

in the summer, the reverse is usually tme. Explain. (Hint: The
specific heat of soil is only 0.2-0.8 times as great as that of water.)

91r.24 It is well known that a pctato bakes fastel if a large nail is
stuck through it. Why? Does an aluminum nail work better than a

steel one? Why or why not? (NoIe.' Don't try this in a mictowave
oven!) There is also a gadget on the market to hasten the roasting

of meat; it consists of a hollow metal tube containing a rvick and

some water. This is claimed to work much better than a solid metal
rod. How does it rvor*?
017.25 Clider pilots in the Midwest knorv that thennal updrafts
are likely to occur in the vicinity of freshly plowed fields. Why?
817.28 Some folks claim that ice cubes freeze faster if the trays
are fllled rvith hot water, because hot water cools off faster than

cold water. What do you think?
017.27 We're lucky that the earth isn't in thermal equilibrium
with the sun (which has a surlace temperature ol'5800 K). But why
aren't the two bodies in thermal equilibrium?
017.28 When energy shonages occur, nagazine articles some-

times urge us to keep our homes at a constant temperature day and

night to conserve fuel. They argue that when we turn down thc
heat at night, the walls, ceilings, and other areas cool off and rnust

be reheated in the morning. So if we keep the tempelature con-
stant, these parts of the house rvill not cool olf and will not have to
be reheated. Does this argument make sense'? Would we really
save energy by fbllorving this advice?

TXEREISES

Section 17,2 lhermumstsrs aftd lemperature $cales
17.1 ' Convert the following Celsius temperatures to Fahrenheit:
(a) -62.ti'C, the lowest temperature ever recorded in North Amer-
ica (February 3, 1947, Snag, Yukon); (b) 56.7'C, the highest tem-

perature ever recorded in the united states (July 10, 1913, Death

Valley, California); (c) 31.1'C, the world's lrighest average antiual

temperature (Lugh Ferrandi, Somalia).

17.2 . $l{} Temperatures in Biomedicine. (a) Normal body
temperature. The average normal body temperature meastrred in
the mouth is 310 K. What would Celsius and Fahrenheit ther-
mometers read for this temperature? (b) Elevated body tempera-
ture. During very vigorous exercise, the body's temperature can
go as high as 40oC. What would Kelvin and Fahrenheit thermome-
ters read for this tenrperature? (c) Temperature difference in the
body, The surface temperature of the body is normally about 7 Co
lower than the internal temperature. Express this temperature dif-
t'erence in kelvins and in Fahrenheit degrees. (d) Blood storage.
Blood st<lred at 4.0'C lasts saf'ely fbr about 3 weeks, whereas
blood stored at -l60oC lasts for 5 years. Express both tempera-
tures on the Fahrenheit and Kelvin scales. (e) Heat stroke. If the

body's ternperature is above 105"F for a prolonged period, heat

stroke can result. Express this temperature on the Celsius and

Kelvin scales.

t7.3 " (a) On January 22, 1943, the ternperature in Spearfish,
South Dakota. rose ltom -4.0'F to 45.0'F in just 2 minutes. What
rvas the temperature change in Celsius degrees? (b) The tempera-
turc in Browning, N{ontana, was 44.0"F on January 23, 1916. The
next day the ternperature plunrnreted to -56"F. wrat was the tem-
perature change in Celsius degrees?

Sectirn 17.3 0as fhermomsters snd tile Keluin $cale
17.4 . (a) Calculate the one temperature at which Fahrenheit and

Celsius thermometers agree with each other. (b) Calculate the one

temperature at which Fahrenheit and Kelvin thermometers agree

with cach othcr.

17.t ,' You put a bottle of soft drink in a refrigerator and leave it
until its temperature has dropped 10.0 K. What is.its temperature
c.hange in (a) F' and (b) C'?
I7.E " Convert the following Kelvin temperatures to the Celsius

and Fahrenheit scales: (a) the midday temperature at the surlhce of
the nloon (400 K); (b) the temperaturc at the tops ol the clouds in
the atmosphere of Saturn (95 K); (c) the temperature at tlre center

of the sun ( I .55 x I07 K).
t7,7 . The pressure of a gas at the tripte point of water is 1.35 atm.

If its volurne rernains unchanged, rvhat will its pressure be at the

temperature at which COz solidifies?
17.8 ., A gas thermometer registers an absolute pressure corre-
sponding to 32.5 mm of mercury when in contact with water at the

triple point. What pressure does it read when in contact with water

at the normal boiling point?
17.9 "" A Constant-Volume Gas Thermonreter. An experi
menter using a gas thermometer found the pressure at the triple
point of water (0.01"C) to be 4.80 x 104 Pa and the pr€ssure at

the normal boiling point ( 100"C) to be 6.50 x 104 Pa. (a) Assum-
ing that the pressure varies linearly with temperature, use these two
data points to find the Celsius temperature at which the gas pressure

would be zero (that is, find the Celsius ternperature of absolute

zero). (b) Does the gas in this thermometer obey Eq. (17.4)

precisely? If that equation were precisely obeyed and the pressure

at 100'C were 6.50 x l04Pa,"what pressure would the experi-
menter have measured at 0.01"C? (As we will learn in Section

18.1, Eq. (17..1) is accurate only for gases at very lorv density.)
17.10 ' Like the Kelvin scale, the Rankine scale is an absolute

temperature scale: Absolute zero is zero degrees Rankine (0"R).
However, the units of this scale are the same size as those of the

Fahrenheit scale rather than the Celsirrs scale, What is the numeri-

cal value of the triple-pr)int temperature of rvater on the Rankine

scale?



Section II.4 lhermal lxpansion
11.11 , The Humber Bridge in England has the world's longest

single span, 1410 m. Calculate the change in length of the steel

deck of the span when the ternperature increases frorn -5.0oC to

18.0"c.
17.12 . One oI the tallest buildings in the world is the Taipei l0l
in Taiwan, at a height of 1671 l'eet. Assume that this height was

measured on a cool spring day when the temperature was 15.-5oC.

You could use the building as a sort of giant thermometer on a hot

summer day by carefully measuring its treight. Suppose you do tltis
and discover tlrat the Taipei I 0 I is 0.47 I foot tallet than its official
height. What is the temperature, assurning that the building is in
thermal equilibrium with the air and that its entire frame is made of
steel?

17.13 . A U,S. penny has a diameter of 1.9000 cm at 20.0"'C. The

coin is made of a metal alloy (.mostly zinc) tbr which the coefh-
cientof linearexpansion is 2.6 x 1O-s K-l. What rvould its iliam-
eter be on a hot day in Death Valley (48.0'C)? On a cold nighr in
the mountains of Greenland (-53"C)?
17.14 . Ensuring a Tight Fit. Aluminum rivets used in airplane

construction are made slightly larger than the rivet holes and cooled

by "dry ice" (solicl CO2) before being driven. If the diameter of a

l.role is 4.500 rmn, wlrat should be the diameter ofl a dvet at 23.0'C
if its diameter is to equal that of the hole rvhen the rivet is cooled to

-78.0"C, tho temperature of dry ice? Assurne that the expansion

coef.ficient remains constant at the value given in Tab.le l7.l .

1r,t5 ,. The outer diameter of a glass jar and the inner diameter

of its iron lid are both 725 mrn at room temperature (20.0"C).
What will be the size of the diflerence in these diameters if the lid
is brielly held under.hot water until its temperature rises to -50.0'C,
witlrout changing the temperature of the glass?

17.16 .. A geodesic dome constructed rvith an aluminum frarne-

work is a nearly perfect lremisphere; its diameter rneasures 55.0 m

on a winter day at a temperature of - l5'C. How much more inte-

rior space does the dome have in the surnrner, when the tempera-

ture is -15"C'l
17,17 ., A copper cylinder is initially at 20.0'C. At rvhat lernpera-

ture will its volunre be 0.l5o7o larger than it is at 20.0'C?
17.18 ". A steel tank is completely filled with 2.80 m3 of ethanol

when both the tank and the ethanol are at a ternporature of 32.0'C.
When the tank and its contents have cooled to 18.0'C, what addi-

tional volume of ethanol can be put into the tank?

17,19 ., A glass flask whose volune is 1000.00 crns at 0.0'C is

completely lilled with mercur.v at ftis temperature. lYhen flask and

mercury are warrned to 55.0'C, 8.95 cml of mercr.rry overllow. Il the

coefficient of volume expansion of mercury is 18.0 x I0-5 K-1,
compute the coefficient of volume expansion of the glass.

17,25 ,, (a) If an area measured on the surface of a solid body is

A0 at some initial tenrperature and then changes by AA when the

temperature changes by AI, show that

6t = (za)AsA,T

rvhere a is the coef'ficient of linear expansion. (b) A circular sheet

of aluminlrnr is 55.0 cnr in diameter at l-5.0'C. By how muclr does

the area of one side of tlte sheet change when the telnperature

increases to 27.5"C?
17,21 .. Arnachinistbores a hole of diarneter 1.35 crn in a steel

plate at a temperature of 25.0"C. What is the cross-sectional area

of the hole (a) at 25.0'C and (b) when the temperature of the plate

is increased to 175"C? Assume that the coefflcient o1'linear expan-

sion remains constant over this temperature range. (Hirrr,' See

Exercise 17.20.)

Exercises 58t

1l ,22 ,. As a new rnechanical engineer for Engines Inc., you have

been assigned to design brass pistons to slide inside steel cylinders.
The engines in which these pistons will be used will operate
between 20.0'C and 150.0'C. Assume that the coefficients of
expansion are constant over this temperature range. (a) If the pis-
tonjust fits inside the chanibel at 20.0oC, will the engines be able

to run at higher temperatures? Explain. (b) If the cylindrical pis-
tons are 25.000 crn in diameter at 20.0"C, what should be the min-
imum cliameter of the cylinders at that temperature so the pistons
will operate at 150.0"C?
17,23. (a) A rvire that is 1.50 m long at 20.0"C is fbund to
increase in length by 1.90 cm when warmed to 420.0"C. Cornpute
its average coefficient of linear expansion for this tempcrature
range. (b) Thc wire is stretched just taut (zero tension) at 420.0'C.
Find the stress in the wire if it is cooled to 20.0'C without
being allovqed to contract., Young's modulus- for the wire is
2.0 x l0ll Pa.

11 ,24 ". A brass rod is 185 cm long and 1.60 cnr in diameter.
What force n'lust be applied to each end of the rod to prevent it
from contracting when it is cooled tiom 120.0'C to 10.0'C?
17.25 .. Steel train rails are laid in 12.O-m-long segments placed
end to end. The rails are laid on a wiuter day when their tempera-
ture is -2.0"C. (a) How much space rnust be left between adjacent
rails if they are just to touch on a sr.rmmer day when their tempera-
ture is 33.0'C? (b) If the rails are originally ]aid in contact, what is
the stress in them on a summer day rvhen their tenlperature is
33.0'C?

Sectisn'17.5 Suantity of Heat
17.26 . In an effrrrt to stay awake firr an all-night study session, a
student makes a cup of coft'ee by first placing a 200-W electrio
inrmcrsion heater in 0.320 kg of water. (a) How much heat must be

added tt'r the water to raise its temperature from 20.0"C to 80.O'C?
(b) How much time is required? Assume that all of the heater's
power goes into heating the water.

1l .21 ". An aluminum tea kenle with masS 1.50 kg and containing
1.80 kg of water is placed on a stove. If no heat is lost to the sur-
roundings, how much heat must be added to raise the temperature
frorn 20.0'C to 85.0"C?
17,28 , Sli] Heat Loss During Breathing. In very cold weather
a signirlcant rnechanism for heat loss by tbc human body is energy

expended in rvanning the air taken into the lungs ivith each breath.
(a) On a cold winter day when the temperature is -20"C, what
amount oI heat is needed to warm to body temperature (37'C) the

0.50 L of air exchanged with each breath? Assume that the specific
heat of air is 1020 J/kg.K and that 1.0 L of air has mass
1.3 x 10-3 kg. (b) How much heat is lost per hour if the respira-
tion rate is 20 breaths per minute?
11,29 . You are given a sample of rnetal and asked to determine its
speciflc heat. You weigh the sample and find that its iveight is 28.4 N.

Youcarefully adtl 1.25 x 104Jof heatenergytothesample and

find thatits temperature rises I8.0 Co, What is ihe sample's spe-
cific heat?

17,30 .. On-Demand Water Heaters. Conventional ho!*,ater
heaters consist ol a tank of rvater maintained at a fixed tempera-
turc. The hot water is to be used when necded. The drawbacks are

that energy is wasted because the tank loses heat when it is not in
use and that you can run out of hot water if you use too niuch. Some
utility companies are encouraging the use of on-denrold waLet
heaters (also knowi asfiash hearers), which consist ofheating units
to lreat the water as you use it. No water tank is involved, so no heat
is wasted. A typical household shower florv rate is 2.5 galltntn
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(9.46 L/min) with the tap water being heated from 50"F ( l0"C) to
120"F (49"C) by the on-demand heater. What rate of heat input
(either electrical or from gas) is required to operate such a unit,
assuming that al.l the heat goes into the water?
17.31 . SIll While running, a 70-kg student generates thermal
energy at a rate of 1200 W. For the runner to tnaintain a constant
body temperature of37oC, this energy rnust be removed by perspi-
ration or other mechanisms. If these mechanisms failed and the
heat could not llow out of the student's body, tbr what amount of
time could a student run befbre irreversible body damage
occurred? (Note.' Protein structures in the body arc irreversibly
darnaged if body temperature rises to 44"C or higher. The specific
heat of a typical human body is 3a80 J/kg. K, slightly less than

that of water. The difference is due to the presence of protein, tht,
and minerals, which have lower specific heats.)
17,12 . CP While painting the top of an antenta 225 m in height,
a worker acLidentally lets a L00-L water bottie fall from his lunch-
box. The bottle lands in some bushes at ground level and does not
break. Ifa quantity ofheat equal to the magnitude ofthe change in
rnechanical energy of the water goes into the rvater, what is its
increase in temperature?
17.33 .. GP A crate of fruit with mass 35.0 kg and specific heat

3650 J/kg. K slides down a ramp inclined aL36.9o below the hor-
izontal. The ramp is 8.00 m long. (a) If the crate was at rest at the

top of the incline and has a speed of 2.50 mrls at the bottom, how
much work was done on the crate by friction? (b) If an an:ount of
heat equal to the magnitude of the work done by friction goes into
the crate offruit and the fruit reaches a uniform final ternperature,
what is its temperature change?
1l .34 . 8p A 25,000-kg subway train initially traveling at
15.5 m/s siows to a stop in a slation and then stays there long
enough for its brakes to cool. The station's dimensions are 65.0 m
long by 20.0 m rvide by 12.0 m high. Assuming all the work done
by the brakes in stopping the train is transf'erred as heat uniformly
to all the air in the station, by how much does the air temperature

. in the station rise? Take the density of the air to be 1.20 kg/nri and

its specific heat to be 1020 J/kg. K.
1r.3t ' [P A nail driven into a boartl increases in temperature. If
we assume that 607o of the kinetic energy delivered by a 1.80-kg
hammer with a speed of 7.80 m/s is transformed into heat that
flows into the nail and does not flolv out, what is the temperature
increase of an 8.00-9 aluminum nail nfter it is struck ten times?
l r.3E . A technician measures the specific heat of an unidentified
liquid by immersing an electrical resistor in it. Electrical energy is
converted to heat transferred to the liquid for 120 s at a constant
rate of 65.0 W. The mass of the liquid is 0.780 kg, and its tempera-
ture increases l'rom 18.55"C to 22.54"C. (a) Find tho average spe-

cific heat of the liquid in this temperature range. Assume lhat
negligible heat is transf'erred to the container that holds the liquid
and that no heat is lost to thc sunouudings. (b) Suppose that in this
experiment heat transfer fronr the liquid to the container or sur-

roundings cannot be ignored. Is the result calculated in part (a) an

overestimate or ut underestimale of the average specific heat?
Explain.
11.37.. CP A 15.0-9 bullet traveling horizontally at 865 m/s
passes through a tank containing 13.5 kg of water and emerges

with a speed of 534 m/s. What is the maximum temperature
increase that the water could have as a result of this event?

$ectian 17.6 Galarimetry ard Phase Changes

17.38 .. As a physicist, you put heat into a 500.0-9 solid sample
at the rate of 10.0 kJ/min, while recording its temperalure as a

lunction of time. You plot your data and obtain the graph shown
in Fig. E17.38. (a) What is the latent heat of tusion for this solid?
(b) What are the speoific heats of the licluid and solid states of, the
material?

Figure E1?.3S

r(c)

t 7.39 .. A 500.0-9 chunk ot'an unknown metal, which has been in
boiling water fbr several minutes, is quickly drtrpped into an insu-
lating Styrotbam beaker containing 1.00 kg of water at room tem-
perature (20.0"C). After waiting and gently stirring for -5.00
nrinutes, you observe that the water's telnperature lras reached a

constant value of 22.OoC. (a) Assuning that the Styrofoam absorbs

a negligihly smali amount of heat and that no heat was lost to the
sunoundings, what is the specilic heat of the metal? (b) Which is
more useful for storing thermal energy: this metal or an equal
rveight of water? Explain. (c) What if the heat absorbed by the Sty-
rolbarn actually is not negligible. How would the specific heat you
calculated iD part (a) be ill error? Would it be too large, too small,
or still correct? Explain.
t7.40 . BI{} Tieatment for a Stroke. One suggested trcarment
tbr a person who hiis sultbred a stroke is immersion in an ice-waler
bath at OoC to lower the body temperature, which prevents damage

to the brain. In one set c'f tests, patieltts rvere cooled until their
intemal temperature reached 32.0"C. To treat a 70.0-kg patient,
what is the minimum amount of ice (at 0"C) you need in the bath
so that its temperature remains at 0'C? The specific hcat of the
hurnan body is 3480 Vkg.Co, and recall that nonnal body temper-
ature is 37.0'C.
17.41 ., A copper pot with a mass of 0.500 kg contains 0.170 kg
of water, and both are at a temperature of 20.0'C, A 0.250-kg
blook of iron at 85.0"C is droppetl into the pot. Find the final tem-
perature of the system, assuming no heat loss to the srmoundings.
11,42 ,. Sl$ Bicycliug on a lVarm Day. If the air temperature
is the same as the temperature of your skin (about 30'C), your
body cannot get rid of heat by transferring it to the air. In that case,

it gets rid of the heat by evaporating water (srveat). During bicy-
cling, a typical 70-kg person's body produces energy at a rate of
about 500 W due to metabolism, 80a/o o;f rvhich is converted to
heat. (a) llow many kilograms ol water must the person's body
eyaporate in an hour to get rid of this heat? The heat of vaporiza-
tion of rvater at body temperature is 2,42 x 106 t/kE. (b) The
evaporated water must, of course, be replenished, or the person

will dehydrate. How nrany 750-mL bottles of water must the bicy-
clist drink per hour to replenish the lost water'? (Recali that the

mass of a liter of water is 1.0 kg.)
17.43 ., $$S Overheating. (a) By how much would the body
temperzrture of the bicyclist in the preceeding problem increase in
an hour ifhe were unable to get rid ofthc excess heat? (b) Is this



temperature increase large enough to be serious? To lincl out, how

higlr a f'ever would it be equivalent to, ir: oF? (Recall that the nor-
nral internal body temperature is 98.6"F and the speoific heat ol the

hody is 3480 /kg. C".)
17.{{ . In a container of negligihle mass, 0.200 kg of ice at an

initial temperature of -40.0oC is rnixed with a mass m of rvater

that has an initial temperature of 80.OoC. No heat is lost to the sur-

roundings. If the final temperature of the system is 20.0oC, what is

the mass ru of the water that was initially at 80.0oC?

1r.45 . A 6.00-kg piece ol solid copper metal at an initial temper-

ature 7 is placed with 2.00 kg of ice that is initially at *20.0oC.

The ice is in an insulated container of negligible mass and uo heat

is exchanged with the sumoundings. After thermal equilibriunt is

reached, there is 1.20 kg of ice and 0.80 kg of liquid water. What
was the initial temperature ol the piece of copper?

17,48-.'*{S Belbre going in for his annual physical, a 70.0-kg

man whose body temperature is 37.0'C consurnes an entire 0.355-L
can of a sotl drink (rnostly water) at 12.0"C. (a) What rvill his body

temperature be after equilibriurn is attained? Ignore any heating by
tl:c man's rnetabolism. The specific hcat of the man's hody is

3a80 J/kg. K. (b) Is the change in his hody temperature great

enough to be rneasurcd by a medical therfitotneter?
17.4'1., *iii ln the situation described in Exercise 17.46, the

man's metabolism will evenrually return lhe teruperature ol his

body (and of the soft drink that he consurned) to 37.0'C. If his

body releases energy at a rate of 7.00 x 103 Hf day (rhe basal

metabolic rare, or BMR), how long does this take? Assume that all
of the released energy goes into raising the ternperature.

17.48 ,. An ice-cube tray of negligible mass contains 0.350 kg of
wa[er at 18.0"C. How much heat must be removed to cool the

water to 0.00oC and lteeze it? Express your iinswer in joules. calo-

ries, and Btu.
17,4X , How much heat is recluired to convert i2.0 g of ice at

-10.0"C to steam at 100.0"C? Express your answer in joulcs,

calorics, and Btu.
17.50 .. An open container holds 0.550 kg of ice at -15.0'C.
The mass of the container can be ignored. Heat is supplied to the

container at the constant rate o1' 800.0 J/min lbr 500.0 min. (a)

After how many minutes does the ice stort to melt? (b) After how

many minutes, from the tirne rvhen the heating is first started, does

the temperature begin to rise above 0.0'C? (c) Plot a curve shorv-

ing the ternperature as a function of the elapsed tirne.

1?.51 . fP What must the initial speed of a lead bullet be at a

ternperature of 25.0"C so that the heat developed rvhen it is

brought to rest will be just sul'licient to melt it'l Assume that all the

initial mechanical energy of the bullet is converled to heat and that

no heat florvs from the bullet to its surroundiugs. (Typical lifles
have muzzle speeds that exoeed the speed oi sound in air, which is
341 ntf s at25.0"C.)
17.52 .. #$S Steam Bunrs Versus Water Burns. What is the

amount of heat input to your skin when it rec.eives the heat

released (a) by 25.0 g of steam initially at 100.0'C, when it is

cooled to skin temperature (34.0"C)? (b) By 25.0 g of water ini-
tially at 100.0'C, when it is cooled to 34.0'C? (c) What does this

tell you about the relative severity of steam aud hot water burns?

17,53 " Sl{} "The Ship of the Desert." Carnels recluire very lit-
tle watel'because they are able to tolcrate relatively large changes

in their body temperature. While humans keep their body tempeta-

tures constant to within one or two Celsius degrees, a dehydrated

camel permits its body temperature to drop to 34.0oC overnight
and rise to 40.0"C during the day. To see how el'ltctive this mecha-

nism is for saving water, calculate horv nrany liters of rvuter a 400-kg
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camel rvould have to drink if it attempted ro keep its body temper-
ature at a constant 34.0'C by evaporation of sweat during the day
( l 2 bours) instead of letting it lise to 40.0oC. (Note: The specific
heat of a camel or other man:mal is about the sanre as that of a typ-
ical human, 3480 J/kg. K.The heat of vaporization of rvater at

.34"C is 2.42 x rc6 l/kg.)
17.54 . SIS Evaporation of sweat is an important mechanism lbr
temperature control in some warm-blooded animals. (a) What
nass of water nrust evaporate from the skin of a 70.0-kg rnan to
cool his body 1.00 C'? The heat of vaporization of water at body
tcmperaturc (37"C) is 2.42 x rc6 J/kg. The specific heat of a typ-
ical huntan body is 3a80 J/kg'K (see Exercise 17.31). (b) What
volume of watel niust the nran drink to replenish the evaporated
water? Compare to the volume of a soft-drink can (355 cm3).

17,55 -, *F An asteroid with a diameter o[ l0 km and a mass of
2.60 X l0ls kg impacts the earth at a speed of 32.0 km/s, linding
in the Pacific C)cean. If 1.00o/o of the asteroid's kinetic energy goes

to boiling the ocean water (assume an initial water temperature of
10.0"C), what mass of water rvill be boiled away by the collision?
(For comparisr-rn, the nrass of water contained in Lake Superior is
about2 x 10rs kg.)
17,56 - A laboratory technician drops a 0.0850-kg sample of
unknown solid material, at a temperature of lO0.0oC, into a

cak>rimeter. The calorimetel can, initially at 19.0"C, is made of
0.1 50 kg of coppel trnd contains 0.200 kg ol water. The final tem-
perature of the calorimeter can and contents is 26. 1'C. Cornpute
the specific heat of the sarnple.

17,57 .. An insulated beaker with negligible rnass contains
0.250 kg of water at a ternperature of 75.0oC. How many kilograrns
of ice at a temperature of -20.0"C must be dropped into the water
to make the Iinal temperature of the system 40.0'C?
17,58 -- A glass vial containing a 16.0-9 sample of an enzyrne is
cooled in an ice bath. The bath contains water and 0.120 kg of. ice.
Thc sample has specific heat2250 llkg,K; the glass vial has mass
6.00 g and specific heat 2800 J/kg.I<. Horv much ice mclts in
cooling the enzyme sample from roorn ternperature (19.5"C) to
lhe temperature of the ice bath'?

11.59 . A 4.00-kg silver ingot is taken from a i'urnace, w'here its
temperature is 750.0"C, and placed on a large block oI ice at

0.0oC. Assuming that all the heat give,r up by the silver is used to
nrclt the ice, how much ice is rnelted?
17.60 .. A copper calorimeter can with n:ass 0.100 kg cortains
0.160 kg of water and 0.0180 kg of ice in therrnal equilibriuni at

atmospheric pressure. If 0.750 kg of lead at a temperature of
255oC is dropped into the calorimeter can, what is the final gem-

perature'? Assume that no heat is lost to the surroundings,
17.61 "' A vessel whose walls are thernrally insulated contains
2.40 kg of water and 0.450 kg of ice, all at a temperature of 0,[)'C.
The outlet of a tube leading from a boiler in which water is boi ling
at atmosphedc pressure is inserted into the water. How nrany
grarns of steam rnust condense inside the vessel (also at atrrros-

pheric pressure) to raise the temperature of the system to 28,0"C?
You can ignore the heat transferred to the container.

$ection 17.? Mechanisms af Heat Transler
17.62 ". Trvo rods, one mtrde of brass and tl-re other made of t:op-
per, arejoined end to end. The length ofthe brass section is 0.20O rn

and the length of the copper section is 0.800 rn. Each segment has

cross-sectional area 0.00500 rn2. 'fhe free end of the brass seg-
ment is in boiling water and the free end of the copper segrnent is

in an ice and water mixture, in both cases under nomal atrros-
pheric pressure. The sides of the rods are insulated so thereis no



1r.79 r,r You are rnaking pestn for your pasta and have a cylin-
drical measuring cup 10.0 cm high nrade of ordinaly glass

lP = z.l x l0-5 (C")-rl that is filled with olive oil [F = o.s x
10-4 (C")-' ] to a height of ?.00 mm belorv rhe top of ihe cup. Ini-
tialln the cup and oil are at room temperature (22.0'C). You get a
phone call and forget about the olive oil, rvhich you inadvertently
leave on the hot stove. The cup and oil heat_up slowly and have a

common temperature. At what temperature will the olive oil start
to spill out of tlre cup?
1r,80 ". A surveyor's 30.0-m steel tape is correct at a rempera-
ture of 20.0"C. The distance between two points. as measured by
this tape on a day when its temperature is 5.00"C. is 25.970 m.
What is the true distance between the points?
1?.8t .. f,P AFoucault pendulurn consisrs of a brass sphere with
a diameter of 35.0 cm suspended frorn a steel cable I0.5 m long
(both measurerngnts rnade at 20.0'C). Due to a design oversight, ,

the srvinging sphere clears tlte flool'by a distance of only 2.00 mnr
when the temperature is 20.0"C. At what temperarure will the
sphere begin to brush the floor'?

1r.82 .. You pour 108 cm3 of ethanol, at a temperature of
-10.0'C, into a graduated cylinder initially ar 20.0'C, iilling it to
the very top. The cylinder is nade of glass with a specific heat
oi 840J/kg.K and a coefficient of volume expansion of
1.2 X l0-5 K-1; its mass is 0. ll0 kg. The mass of the ethanol is
0.0873 kg. (a) What will be the final temperature of the ethanol,
once thermal equilibrium is reached? (b) How much ethanol will
overflow the cyiinder belore therrnal equilibriurn is reached?
17.83 ". Ametal rod that is 30.0 cm long expands b-v 0.0650 cm
when its temperature is raised from 0.0"C to I00.0'C. A rod of a

difl'erent metal and of the same lengtlr expands by 0.0350 cm firr.
the same rise in ternperature. A third rod, also 30.0 crn long, is
made up of pieces of each of the above metals placed end to end
and expands 0.0-580 cru betrveen 0.0"C and 100.0'C. Find the
length of each portion of the cornposite rod.
17.Bit ,' On a cool (4.0"C) Sanrrday morning, a pilot lills the fuel
tanks of her Pitts S-2C (a two-seat asrobatic airplane) to their i'ull
capacity of 106.0 L. Before flying on Sunday morning, when the
temperature is again 4.0'C, she checks the iirel Ievel and finds only
103.4 Lofgasoline in the tanks. She realjzes that ir was hot on Sat-
urday aftemoon, and that thermal expansion oi the gasoline caused
the missing t'uel to ernpty out of the tank's vent. (a) What was the
rnaximum temperature (in "C) reached by the fuel and the tank on
Saturday afternoon? The coefficient o1'volume expansion oi gaso-
line is 9.5 x l0-4 K-1, and the tank is made of aluminum. (b) In
order to have the maximum amount of fuel avaiiable lor flight,
when should the pilot have filled the firel tanks?
17.85 ". (a) Equation ( 1 7. 1 2) gives the shess required ro keep rhe

length of a rod constant as its temperature changes. Show that if
the length is pennitted to change by an amount Al when its tem-
perature changes by A7, the stress is equal to

where F is the tension on the

rod, ls is the original length of
tbe rod, A its cross-sectional
area, a its coelllcient of linear
expansion, alrd Y its Yrung's
modulus. (b) A heavy brass bar
has projcctions at its ends. as in
Fig. P17.85. Two fine steel

wires, fastened between the pro-

Figure PlV.&*
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jections, are iust taut (zero tension) rvhen the whole system is at
20'C. What is the tensile stress in the steel wires when the temper-
ature of rhe sysrem is raised ro 140'C? Make any simplifying
assumptions you think arejustificd, but state what they are.
17,86 .. $S Arnetal wirc, with density p andYoung's modulus Iz,

is strerched between rigid supports. At temperature I, the speed of
a trarsverse wave is found to be u1. When the ternperature is
increased to I + A?, rhe speed decreases to u2 ( ut. Determine
the coel'licient of linear expansion of the wire.
17.87 -" CS Out of Thne. The B-string of a guitar is made of
steel (density 7800 kg/m3), is 63.5 crn long, and has diameter
0.406 mrn. The lundamental fi'equency is 7 :747,0H2. (a) Find
the string tension. (b) If the tension I'is changed by a small amount
Ai', the frequency / changes by a srnall amount AJ. Shorv that

4{=g
f2F

(c) The stdng is tuncd to a fundanrental frequency of 24j.C Hz
when its ternperature is 18.5'C. Strenuous playing can make the
tempel'atul€ of the string rise, changing its vibration frequency.
Find A/ if the ternperature of the string rises to 29.5oC. The steel
string has a Young's moclulus of 2.00 X l0ll pa and a coefijcient
of linear expansion ol' 1.20 x 1g-s 19.;-t. Assume thal the tem-
perature of the body of the guitar remains constant. Will the vibra-
tion freqr-rency rise or fall?
1r.88 ,.. A steel rod 0.450 rn long and an aluminum rod 0.2-50 ni
long, both rvith the same diameter, are placed end to end between
rigid supports with no initial stress in the rods. The ternperature of
the rods is now raised by 60.0 Co. What is the stress in each rod?
(Hint: "the length of the combined rtrd rernains the same, but the
lengths of the individual rods do not. See Problem 17.{15.)
17.8S ". A steel ring rvith a 2.-5000-in. inside diameter ar 20.0"C is
to be rvarnrcd and slipped over a brass shaft with a 2.5020-in. out-
side dianreter at 20.0'C. (a) To what tenrperatul.e should the ring
be warnied? (b) If the ring and the shaft together are cooled by
sorne means such as liquid air', at what temperarure rvill the ring
just slip olf the shaft?
17.90 ". BulkStressDue toaTemperature Increase. (a) prove
that, if an object under pressure has its temperature raised but is
not allowed to expand, the increase in pressure is

LP = nB*r
where the bulk rnodulus B and the average coefficient of volume
expansion B are both assumed positive and constant. (b) What
pressrre is neceSsary to prevent a steel block itom expanding
when its temperature is increased trom 20.0"C to 35.0"C?
17.9f '. A liquid is enclosed jn a metal cylinder that is provided
w:ith a piston of the sarne metal. The systenr is originally at a pres-
sure of 1.00 atm ( 1.013 x lOs Pa) and at a ternpemtue of 30.0.C.
The piston is forced down until tlte pressure on the liquid is increased
by 50.0 atm, and then clamped in this position. Find the Dew temper-
ature at which the pressure of the liquid is again 1.00 atrn. Assume
that the cylinder is sufficiently strong so that its volume is not altered
by changes in pressure, but only by changes in temperature. Use the
result derived in Problem 11.90. (Hitxt: See Section I1.4,)
Cornpressibility of liquid: t = 8.50 x l0-10 Pa-l
Coefficient of volume expansion of liquid: ,S = 4.80 X 10-4 K-t
Coefficient of volume expansion of metal: B = 3.90 x l0-s K-l
lr.SZ ." You cr:ol a 100.0-9 siug of red-hot iron (temperature
745"C) by dropping it into an insulated cup of negligible mass con-
taining 85.0 g ol water at 20.0'C. Assr.rming no heat exchange rvith
the surroundings, (a) what is the final temperature of the water: and
(b) rvhat is the final mass of the iron and the remaining water?

F 1,1,t \
-=Il--oarlA \Lo /
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tr.S3 . tl Spacecraft Rcentry. A spacecrall made of alu-
minum circles the eartlr at a speed of 7700 m/s. (a) Find the ratio
of its kinetic energy to the energy recluired to raise its temperature
from OoC to 600"C. (The rnelting point of aluminurn is 660oC.
Assume a constant specific heat of 910 J/kg.K.) (b) Discuss the

bearing of your answer on the problem of the reentry of a manned
space vehicle into the earth's atmosphere.
1r.34 . $p A capstan is a rotating drum or cylinder over which a

rope cr cord slides in order to provide a great amplification of the

rope's tension while keeping both ends fiee (Fig. P17.94). Since
the added tension in the rope is due to friction, the capstan gener-

ates thermal energy. (a) If the difference in tension between the
two ends of the rope is 520.0 N and the capstan has a dianreter of
10.0 crn and turns once in 0.900 s, find the rate at rvhich therrnal
energy is generated. Why does the number of turns not matter? (b)

If the capstan is made of iron and has mass 6.00 J,ig, at what rate

does its tempelature rise? Assurne that the ternpiraturc in thc

capstan is unifbrm and that all thr. thermal energy generated flows
into it.

Figure F17.94

17,SS .. &fll$ Debye's f 3 Law. At very low temperatures the

molar heat capacity of rock salt varies with temperatur'e accordilg
to Debye's T3 law:

-1c=k+
er

rvheret: 1940 J/mol .K and O : 281 K. (a) How rnuch heat

is required to raise the temperature of 1.50 ntol ofrock salt from
10.0 K to 40.0 K? (Hirtt: Use Eq. (17. I 8) in the lbrm dQ : nC dr
and integrate.) (b) What is the average molar heat capacity in this

range? (c) What is the true molar heat capacity at 40.0 K?
17.98 .. EF A pcrson of mass 70.0 kg is sitting in the bathtub. The

bathtub is 190.0 cm by 80.0 cm; before the person got in, the water

was 16.0 cm deep. The water is at a ternperature of 37.0oC. Sup-

pose that the water were to cool down spontaleously to lonn ice at

0.0"C, and that all the energy released was used to launch lhe hap-

less bather vertically into the air. How high rvould the bather go'l
(As you will see in Chapter 20, this event is albwed by energy con-

servation but is prohibited by the second law of thermodynamics.)
17.$'l . [IotAir in a Physics Lecture. (a) A typical studeut lis-
tening attentively to a physics lecture has a heat output of ,l00 

W.

How much heat energy does a class of 90 physics students release

into a lecture hall over the course of a 50-rnin lecture? (b) Assume

that atl the heat eaergy in part (a) is transferred to the 3200 m3 o1'

air in the room. The air has specilic heat 1020 J/kg'K and density

1.20 kgfnts.If none of the heat escapes and tl.re air conditioning
system is off', how much wiil the temperature of the air in the room

rise during the S0-rnin lecture? (c) If the class is taking an exam,

the heat output per student rises to 280 W What is the temperature
rise during 50 min in this case?
17.98 ..' Cfil.C The mol;u heat capacr'ty of a certain substance
varies with temperature according to tlle empidcal equation

C = 29.5 J/mol.K + (s.20 x l0-3 J/mol.K2)r

How much heat is necessary to change the temperature of 3.00 rnol
of this substance from 27"C to ?27'C'! (l/irr: Use Eq. (17.18) in
the form dQ = nC d?'and integrate.)
17.9S ',. For your cabin in the wilderness, you decide to build a

prirnitive refrigerator out of Styrofoam, planning to keep the interior
cool with a block of ice that has an initial mass of 24.0 kg. The
box has dimensions of 0.500 m X 0.800 rn X 0.500 m. Water
frorn melting ice collects in the bottorn of the box. Suppose the ice
block is at 0.00oC and the outside temperature is 2 1.0"C. If rhe top
of the empty box is never opened and you want the interior 01'the
box to renain at 5.00'C tbr exactly one rveek, until all tlie ice
melts, what must be the thickness ol the Styrotbam?
17.100 .. IIot Water Versus Steam Ifeating. In a household
hot-water heating system, water is delivered to the radiators at

70.0"C (158.0'F) and leaves at 28.0oC (82.4"F). The system is to
be replaced by a steam system in which steam at atmospheric pres-

sure condenses in the radiators and the condensed steam leaves the
radiators at 35.0oC (95.0'F). How many kilograms of steam will
supply the same heat as was supplied by 1.00 kg of hot water in the
lirst system?

17.101 '.' A copper calorirneter can witlr rnass 0.446 kg contains
0.0950 kg of ice. The system is initially at 0.0'C. (a) If 0.0350 kg
of steam at l00.0oc and 1.00 atnl pressure is added to the can,

what is the linal temperature of the calorimeter can and its con-
tents? (b) At the {inal temperature, how many kilograms are there

of ice, horv many of liquid water, and how many of steam?

17.102 , A Styrofiram bucket of negligible mass contains 1.75 kg
of water and 0.4-50 kg of ice. More ice, frorn a lefrigerator at

- 15.0"C, is added to the rnixture in the bucket, and when thermal
equilibriurn has been reached. the total mass of ice in the bucket is
0.868 kg. Assuming no heat exchange with the surroundings, what
mass of ice was added?

1LI03 ... In a container of negligible mass, 0.0400 kg of steam

at l00oC and atmospheric pressure is added to 0.200 kg of water at

50.0"C. (a) If no heat is lost to the surroundings, what is the final
tenrperature of the systern? (b) At the final temperature, how many
kilogranrs are there of stearn and how n:any of liquid water?
l?.104 .. $X$ Slammal fnsulation. Anirnals in cold climates
often depend on Iwo layers of insulation: a layer of body lat (of
thermal concluctivity 0.20 W lm. K) surrounded by a layer of air
trapped inside tirr or down. We can model a black bear (Ursas

americaruts) as a sphere 1.5 m in diameter having a layer of fat
4.0 cm thick. (Actually, the thickness varies with the season, but
we are interested in hibernation, when the fat layer is thickest.) In
studies of bear hibernation, it was found that the outer surface

layer of the fur is at 2.7oC during hibernation, while the inner

surl'ace oi'the fat layer is at 31.0'C. (a) What is the temperature
at the lat-inner fur boundary? (b) How thick should the air layer
(contained within the fur) be so that the bear loses heat at a rate

of 50.0 W?
17,105 ... A worker pours I.250 kg of molten lead at a tempera-

ture of 327.3"C into 0.5000 kg of water at a tentpcrature of
75.00'C in an insulated bucket of negligible mass. Assutning no

heat loss to the surroundings, calculate the mass of lead and water

remaining in the bucket when the materials have reached thermal
equilibrium.



17,106 .. One expedmental method of measuring an insulating
material's therrnal conductivity is to construct a box oi the material
and measure the power input to an electric heater inside the box
that maintains the interior at a rneasured temperature above the
outside surface. Suppose that il such an apparatus a power input of
180 W is required to keep the interior surlace ol the box 65.0 C.
(about 120 Fo) above the temperature of the outer surface. The
total area of tl.re box is 2.18 m?, an<I the wail thickness is 3.90 cm.
Find the thermal conductivity of the mater.ial in SI units.
17.107 ". Efl'ect of a Window in a Do<1r.. A carpenter builds a
solid wood door with dirnensions 2.00 m X 0.95 m X 5.0 cm. Its
therrnal conductivity is t : 0.120 W/m.K. The air films on rhe
inner and outer surfaces of the door have the same conttrined ther-
mal resistance as an additional 1.8-cm thickness ol solid rvood.
The inside air temperature is 20.0"C, and the outside air tempera-
ture is -8.0oC. (a) What is the rate of heat Ilow through rhe door?
(b) By what iactor is the heat flow increased if a window 0.500 m
on a side is inserted in the door? The glass is 0.450 cm rhick, and
the glass has a thermal conductivity of 0.80 Wlrn'K. The air
films on the two sides of the glass have a total thermal resistance
that is the same as an additional 12.0 crn ol glass.

17,108 . A wood ceiling with thermal resistance R1 is covered
with a layer of insulation with therrnal resistance R2. Prove that the
eft'ective thermal resistance of the combination is R = Rr + R:.
f7.18g -' Conrpute the ratio of the rate of heat loss rhrough a

single-pane windorv with area 0.15 m2 to tltat for a double-pane
window with the same area. The glass of a single pane is 4.2 mm thick,
and the air space between the two panes of the double-pane window is
7.0 mm thick. The glass has thermal conducrivity 0.8C) W/m. K.
The air lilms on the room and outdoor surl'aces of either window
have a combined thermal resisrance of 0. I 5 m2 , K/W.
17,110 , Rods of copper, brass, and steel are wekled rogether to
form a Y-shaped figure. The cross-sectional area of each rttd is
2.00 cm2. The free end of the copper rod is rnaintained at 100.0oC,
and the free ends ofthe brass and sreel rods at 0.0.C. Assume there
is no heat loss front the surfaces of the rods. The lengrhs of the
rods are: copper, 13.0 cm; brass, 18.0 cm; steel, 24.0 cm. (a) What
is the temperature of the juncrion point'? (b) What is the heat cur-
rent in each of the firee rods?

11.111 .,, $filfr Tinre Needed for a Lake to Freeze Over, (a)
When the air temperature is below 0'C, the water at the surface of
a lake freezes to form an ice sheet. Why doesn't freezing occur
throughout the entire volume of the lake? (b) Show that the thick-
ness of the ice sheet lbrmed on the surface of a Iake is proportional
to the square root of the time if rhe heat of lusion of the water
fieezing on the underside of tbe ice sheet is conducted through the
sheet. (c) Assuming that the upper surface of the ice sheet is at

-10'C and the bottom surface is at 0oC, calculate the time it will
take to form an ice shcct 25 cm thjck. (d) If thc lake in part (c) is
uniformly 40 m deep, how long would it take to freeze all the
water in the lake? Is this likely to occur?
1l ,112,, A rod is initially at a uniibrm temperature of OoC

throughout. One end is kept at 0'C, and rhe other is brought into
contact ivith a steam bath at 100'C. The surface of the rotl is
insulated so that heat can flow only lengthwise along the rod.
The cross-sectional area of the rod is 2.50 crn2, its length is 120
crn, its therrnal conducrivity is 380 W/rn.K, its density is
1.00 X104 kg/m3, and its specific heat is 520 J/kg.K. Consider
a short cylindrical element of the rod l 00 cm in length. (a) If the
temperature gradient at the cooler end of this element is
140 C"lm. how many joules of heat energy flow across this end
per second? (b) If the avelage temperature of the element is
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increasing at the rate of what is the temperature graclient at the
othcr end oi the elemcnt?
17.lle ", A rustic cabin has a floor iirea of 3.50 m x 3.00 rn. Its
walls, rvhich are 2.50 nr tall, ar.e made of wood (thermal
conductivity 0-0600 W/m . K) 1.80 cm rhick and are lurrher insu-
lated with 1.50 cm of a synthetic material. When the outside tem-
perature is 2.00'C, it is found necessary to heat the room at a rate
of 1.25 kW to maintain irs temperature at 19.0.C. Calculate the
thermal conductivity of the insulating material. Neglect the heat
lost through the ceiling and floor. Assume the inner an<I outer sur-
faces of the wall have the same termperature as the air inside ancl
outsidE the cabin.
t?,114 . The rate at which radiant energy frorn the sun reaches
the earth's upper atrnosphere is about 1.50 kflrn2. The clistance
liom the earrh [o the sun is 1.50 X I0ll m, ancl the raclius of rhe
sun is 6.96 x 10s m. (a) What is the rate of radiation of energy per
unit area ftom the sun's suriace? (b) If rhe sun radiates as an ideal
blackbody, what is the temperature of its surface?
1l ,111 .", A Thermos for Liquid Heliurn. A physicist uses a
cylindrical metal can 0.2.50 rn high and 0.090 m in diamerer ro
store liquid heliurn at 4.22 K; at that ternperature the heat of vapor-
ization ofhelium is 2.09 X 104 J/kg. Completely surrounding the
metal can are walls mainlained at the temperature of liquid nitro-
gen, 77.3 K, with vacuum between the can and the surrounding
walls. IIow much helium is lost per hour? The emissivity of the
metal can is 0.200. The only heat tr:rnsfer between the metal cau
and the sunour.rding walls is by radiation.
17.116 ". $$$ Basal Metabolic Rate, The basal merabolic rate
is the rate at which energy is produced in the body when a person
is at rest. A 75-kg (-t65-1b) person of height 1.83 m (6 tl) has a
body surface area of approximately 2.0m2. 1a.1 What is the net
anrount of lteat this person could radiate per second into a room at
l8"C (about 65'F) if his skin's surthce temperature is 30.C? (At
such temperatures, ncarly all the heat is infrared radiation, fcr
which the body's emissivity is 1.0, regardless of the anrount of pig-
rnenf.) (b) Norrnally, 807o of the energy pro,Juced by rnetabolism
goes into heat, rvhile the rest goes into things like purnping blood
and repairing cells. Also normally, a person at rest can get rid of
this excess heatjust through radiation. Use your answer to part (a)
to find this person's basal metabolic rate.
11,177," SSS JoggingintheHeatoftheDay. youhaveprob-
ably seen people jogging in extrernely hot weather and wondered
Why? As we slrall see, there are good reasons not to do thislW-hen
jogging strenuously, an average runner of mass 68 kg and surface
area 1.85 m2 produces energy at a rate of up to 1300 W, B0Zo of
which is conyerted to heat. The jogger radiates heat, but actually
absorbs more from the hot air than he radiates away. At such high
levels ofaotivity, the skin's temperaturc can be elevated to arouud
33'C instead of the usual 30"C. (We shall neglect contluction,
which would bring even more heat into his borty.) The only way
for the body ro get rid of this extra heat is by evaporating water
(sweating). (a) How rnuch heat per second is producedjust by the
act ofjogging'? (b) How much net heat per second does the runner
gain just from radiation if rhe air temperature is 40.0"C (104.F)?
(Remember that he radiates out, but the environment radiates back
in.) (c) What is the total amount of excess hear this runner's body
must get rid of per second? (d) How rnuch water musr tlre jogger's
body evaporate every minule due to his activity? The heat of
vapodzation of water at body remperature is 2.42 X 106 rykg.
(e) How many 750-rnl- bottles of water nrust he drink after (or
preferably betbre!) jogging 1br a half'hour? Recall rhat a liter of
water has a mass of 1.0 kg.
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17.118 .. Bl$ OverheatingWhileJogging. (a)Iflhejoggerin
the preceding problern were not able to get rid of the excess heat,
by how much would his body temperature increase above the nor-
mal 37oC in a half hour ofjogging? The specilic heat for a human
is about 3500/kg.K. (b) How high a fever (in "P) would this
temperature increase be equivalent to? Is the increase large enough
to be of concern? (Recall that normal body ternperature is 98.6'F.)
17,119 .. An engineer is developing an electric water heatel to
provide a continuous supply of hot rvater. One trial design is
shown in Fig. Pl7.l19. Water is flowing at the rare of
0.500 kg/min, the inlet thermometer registers 18.0'C, the volt-
meter reads 120 V and the ammeter reads I5.0 A fcorresponding
to a Ivrwer input of (120 V) x (l-5.0 A) : l8OO W]. (a) When
a steady state is finally reached, what is the reading of the outlet
thermometer? (b) Why is it unnecessary to take into account the
heat capacity mc of the.apparatus itself?

Figure F1?.1-19

17.120 " Food Intake of a Hamster. Tlre energy output of an

anirnal engaged in an activity is called the basal metabolic rate
(BMR) and is a measure of the conversion of food energy into
other tbrms of energy. A simple calorimeter to measure the BIvIR
consists of an insulated bcx with a thermometer to measure the
temperature of the air. The air has density 1.20 kg/m3 and specific
heat 1020 J/kg.K. A 50.0-9 hamster is placed in a calorimeter
that contains 0.0500. m3 of air at room temperature. (a) When the
hamster is running in a wheel, the temperature of the air in the
calorimeter rises 1.60 Co per hour. How much heat does the run-
ning hamster generate in an hour? Assume that all this heat goes

into the air in the calorimeter. You can ignore the heat that goes

into the walls of the box and into the thermometer, and assume that
no heat is lost to the surroundings. (b) Assuming that the hamster
converls seed into heat with an efliciency of lU7o and that hamster
seed has a food energy value of 24 /g, how many granis of seed

must the hamster eat per hour to supply this energy?
17.121 .. The icecaps of Greenland and Antarctica contain about
l.75Vo of the total water (by mass) on the earth's suri'ace; the
oceans contain about 97.5olo, and the other 0.75Vo is mainly
groundwater. Suppose the icecaps, currently at an average temper-
ature of about -30'C, somehow slid into the ocean and melted.
'What would be the resulting temperature decrease of the ocean?
Assume that the average temperaturc of ocean water is currently
5.00"C.
17.122 ., \Yhy Do the Seasons Lag? In the northern herni-
sphere, June 2l (the summer solstice) is both the longest day of the
year and the day on rvhich the sun's rays strike the earth most ver-
tically, hence delivering the greatest amount of heat to the surface.
Yet the hottest summer weather usually occlrs about a month or so
later. Let us see why this is the case. Because of the large specific
heat of water, the oceans are slower to warn'l up than the land (and

also slower to cool off in winter). In addition to perusing pertinent
informatiou in the tables included in this book. it is usef'ul to know

that approximately two-thirds of the earth's surface is ocean com-
posed of salt water having a specific heat of 3890 i/kg . K and that
the oceans, on the average, are 4000 rn deep. Typically, an average
of 1050W1m2 of solar energy falls on the earth's surface, and the
oceans absorb essentially all of the light that strikes them. Howcver,
rnost of that light is absorbed in the upper I00 m of the surface.
Depths below that do not change ternperature seasonally. Assume
that the sunlight falls on the surface for only l2 hours per day and
that the ocean retains all the heat it absorbs. What will be the rise
in temperature of the upper I 00 m of the oceans during the month
fbllorving the summer solstice? Does this seem to be large enough
to be perceptible?

sltflH.tilBr pR0n[rM5

17.t23 -'. frALfr Suppose that borh ends o1'the rod in F\g. 17.23a
are kept at a temperature of 0oC, and that the initia! temperature
distribution along the rod is given by Z= (100"C) sinrxfL,
where,r is measured fronr the left end of the rod. Let the rod be
copper, with length L : 0.100 nr and cross-sectional area
1.00 cm2. (a) Show the initial temperature distribution in a dia-
gram. (b) What is the final temperature distribution after a very
long time has elapsed? (c) Sketch curves that you think would rep-
resent the temperature distribution flt intermediate times. (d) What
is the initial temperature gradient at the ends of the rod? (e) What
is the initial heat current frorn the ends of the rod into the bodies
rnaking contact with its ends? (fl What is the initial heat cuffenr at
the center of the rod? Explain. What is the heat current at tl.ris point
at any later time? (g) What is the value of the rhermal ddfusiviry
k/ pc for copper, and in what unit is it expressed? (Here t is the
thermal conductivity, p : &.9 x 103 kg/m3 is rhe density, and c is
the specilic heat.) (h) What is rhe initial time rare of change o1'tem-
perature at the center of the rod? (i) Ilorv muclr time would be
required for the center of the rod to reach its Iinal tenrperature il
the tenlperatur3 continued to decrease at this rate? (This time is
called the relaxation tine of rhe rod.) () From the graphs in part
(c), would you expect ihe magnitude of the rate of temperature
change at the midpoint to remain constant, increase, or decrease as

a lirnction of time? (k) What is the initial rare of change of temper-
ature at a point in the rod 2.5 cm lrom its left end?
17.124 ..- S&1.8 (a) A spherical shell has inner and outer radii a
and D, respectively, and the temperatures at the inner and outer sur-
faces are T2 and 71. The thermal conductivity of tlre materjal of
rvhich the sheil is made is &. Derive an equation for the total heat
current through the shell. (b) Derive an equation for the ternpera-
ture variation within the shell in part (a); that is, calculate I as a

lunction of r, the distance from the center of the shell. (c) A hollorv
cylinder has length L, inner radius a, and outer radius D, and the
temperatures at the inner and outer surfaces are T? and 7r. Ghe
cylinder could represent an insulated hot-water pipe, for example.)
Tlre thernral conductivity of the rnaterial of which the cylinder is
made is &. Derive an equation for the total heat current through the
walls of the cylinder. (d) For the cylinder of part (c), derive an
equation lbr the temperature variation inside the cylinder walls. (e)
For the spherical shell of part (a) and the hollow cylinder of part
(c), show that the equation for the total heat current in each case

reduces to Eq. (11 .21) for linear heat flow when the shell or cylin-
der is vcry thin.
17.125 ^'" A steam pipe with a radius of 2.00 cm, carrying steam
at 140'C, is surounded by a cylindrical jacket with inner and outer
radii 2.00 cm and 4.00 cm and made of a type of cork with thermal
concluctivity 4.00 x 10-2 W/m. K. This in turn is surrounded by

Voltmeter



a cylindrical jacket made ol a

brand of Styrofoam with ther-
mal conductivity 1.00 x l0-2
W/m'K aud having inner and

outer radii 4.00 crn and 6.00 crn
(Fig. Pl7.l25). The outer sur-
face of the Styrofoam is in con-
tact with air at l-5'C. Assume
that this outer surl'ace has a tem-

Figure?1?.185,

perature of 15"C. (a) What is the temperature at a radius of 4.00 cm,
where the two insulating layers meet? (b) What is the total rate of
transfer of heat out of a 2.00-rn length of pipeT (Hint: Use the
expression derived in part (c) of Challenge Problern 17.124.)
17.126 .'. tP Temperature Clrange in a Clock. A pendulurn
clock is designed to tick off one second on each side-to-side swing
of thc pendulum (two ticks per complete period). (a) Wilt a pendu-
lum clock gain time in hot weather tind lose it in cold, or the

reverse? Explain your reasoning. (b) A particular pendulun: clock
keeps correct tirne at 20.0'C. The pendulurn shaft is steel, and its
n')ass can be ignored compared with that of the bob. What is the

fractional change in the length of the shaft when it is cooled to
10.0"C? (c) How many seconds per day rvill the clock gain or lose

at 10.0"C? (d) How closely must the temperature be controlled il'
the clock is not to gain or lose more than 1.00 s a day? Does the

ansrver depeud on the period of the pendulum?
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17.127 .." S{i} A Walk in the Sun. Consider a poor lost soul
walking at 5 km/h on a hot day in the desert, wearing only a

bathing suit. This person's skin temperature tends to rise due to
fonr meclranisms: (i) energy is geuerated by metabolic reactions in
the body at a rate of 280 W, and almost all of this energy is con-
verted to heat that flows to the skin: (ii) heat is delivered to the skin
by ct-rnvection from the outside air at a rate equal to
*'A*in(4i. - 4r,i,), where ,t' is 54 J/h .C" .m2, the exposecl skin
area Arr,1n is 1.5 m2, the air temperature Zoy is 47oC, and the skin
temperature lrlin is 36'C; (iii) the skin absorbs radiant energy
fiom the sun ilt a rate of 1400 W/m2; (iv) the skin absorbs radiant
encrgy from the environment, which lras tcrnperature 47oC.
(a) Calculate the net rate (in watts) at which the person's skin is
heated by all four of these mechanisms. Assunte that the emissivity
of the skin is a = I and that the skin ternperature is initially 36"C.
Which mechanism' is the most. important? (b)- At rvhat rate
(in Llh) must perspiration evaporate from this person's skin to
maintain a constant skin temperature? (The heat of v:rporizati<x of
water at 36'C is 2.42 x rc6 J lkg.) (cl Suppose instea<i the person
is protected by lighrcolored clothing (, o 0) so that the exposed
skin area is only 0.4-5 m2. What rate of perspiration is requircd
now? Discuss the usefulness of the traditional clothing worn by
desert peoples.

ffiffih$Erery
Chapter 0pening 0uestion

qYl!

No. By "heat" we rnean energy that is in transit from one body to
another as a result of temperature difference betw'een the bodies.

Bodies do not conlainheal.

Test Yeur Understanding Erestions
'l?,1 Answer: (ii) A liquid-in-tube thermometer actually measures

its own temperature. If the theflnometer stays in the hot water long
enough, it will come to thernral equilibriurn with the water and its
temperature will be the sarne as that of the water.
11,? Answer: (iv) Both a bimetallic slrip and a resislance ther-

mometer measure their own temperature. Ft'rr this to be equal to the

temperature of the object being measured, the thermometer and

objeot must be in contact and in thermal erluilibriurn. A temporal

artery thermometer detects the infiared radiation fiom a person's

skin, so there is no need for the detector and skin to be at the sarne

t0mperature.

17.3 Answer: (i), (iii), (ii), (v), (iv) To compare these tempera-
tures, convert them all to the Kelvin scale, For (i), the Kelvin
temperature is 7* : Tc + 273.15 : 0.00 + 2'13.15 = 273.15K;
for (ii), rc= le, - 32") : ,:10.00" - 32') : -17.78oc ancl

Tr = Tc + 273.15 = -17.78 + 273.15 : 255.3'1 K; for (iii),
Ir = 260.00 K; for (iv), Ir = 77.00 K; and fi>r (v), I11 = 7s *
273.15 : *180.00 + 273.15 = 93.15 K.
17.{ Answer: (ii) and (iii) Metal 2 n'}ust expand mole than n:etal I

when heated and so must have a larger coefficient of lineat expansion

a. From Table 17.1, bmss and aluminum have larger values 01'd
than copper, but steel does not.
'17.5 Answer; (ii), (i), (iv), (iii) Fol (i) and (ii), the relevant quan-
tity is the specific heat c of the substance, wlrich is the amount of
heat requircd tcr raise the tcnrperature of I kilogram of tl:at sub-
stance by 1 K ( I C"). From Table 17.3, these values are (i) I 38 J
for me;cury and (ii) 2428 J for ethanol. For (ii| and (iv) we need
the molar heat capacity C, which is the amount of heat reguired to
raise the temperature of ! mctle of that substance by t C". Again
fi'onr Table 17.3, these values are (iii) 27.7 J fbr mercury and
(iv) I I 1.9 J for ethanol. (The ratio of molar heat capacities is dif-
ferent fi'onr the ratio of the specific heats because a mole ofnrer-
crrry and a mole of ethanol have different rnasses.)
'17,6 Ansryer: (iv) In tirne , the systern goes from point b to point e

in Fig. 17.21. According to this figure, attime tfZ (halfwayal,ong
the horizontal axis from b to e), the system is at l00oC and is still
boilingl that is, it is a mixture of liquid and gas. This says that
nrost of the heat added goes into boiling the water.

?7.? Answer: (ii) When you touch one of the walls, heat flows
from your hand to the lorver-ternperaturc wall. The more rapidly
heat flows from your hand, the colder you will feel. Equation
(17.21) shorvs that the mte of heat flow is proportional to the ilrer-
rnal conductivity ,t. Frorn Table 17.5, copper has a much higher
thermal conductivity (385.0 W/m. K) than steel (50.2 w/m- K)
or concrete (0.8 Wm ' K), and so the copper wail feels the coklest.

Bridging Froblem

Answers: (a) 14.26K (D 0.a27 kelh



A-14 Answers to Odd-Numbered Problems

2rA IFL
I 5.55 a) ,_i - 

V M b) increasc F by u factor of -l

4n2FLr
15,57 a) --';*-

A'
15.59 12.4llz
15.61 1.83 m
15.63 330 Hz (copper),447 Hz (aluminutr,
15.6s c) CiB
15.67 b) o rnust bc derc.asrrd by a

t'actor of 1/\4, /r must bc dccrcasetl by a

t'actor of ll\6
15.69 a) 7.07cm b) 0.400kW
15.71 d) P(.t,t) = -F&@A2sin2(lI + or)
15.73 (0.800 llz)n, n = 1, 2. 3. . . .

15.75 c)2A,L4a,2Aa2
15.7? ?33 N

15.79 a)0,L b)0.L72,L d)no
15.81 1780 kglmr
15.83 a) r = 0.640 nim, I- = 0.J0 m

b) 380 Hz
I .^

15.85 b) rr1 : =1tot'A" sia'(kr - at)

i..
c) r, = ;Ftrrli sin'(k.r - at)

firapter t6
16.l a) 0.344 m b) 1.2 x l0-5 m

c) 6.9 m,50 Hz
16.3 a) 7.78Pa b) 77.8Pa c) 778Pa
16.5 a) 90tr) b) 102k1'lz c) 1.4crn

d) 4.4 mn to 8.8 rmr e) 6.2 MIIz
16.7 90.8 m
i 6.9 81.,1"C
16.1 1 0.208 s

16.13 a) 5.5 x lO-lsJ h) 0.074mmis
t6. l5 a) 9,44 x l0-r I m, 0..134 m

b) 5.66 x IO-e rn,0.100 rn

16.l? a) t.95Pa b) 4.58 x I0-3W/m2
c) 96.6 dB

16.19 at .1.4 x l()-ll W,'m2 h) 6.J dB
c; 5.8 \ l0-rlrn

16.21 l4.0dB
16.23 a) 2.0 x l0-7wtrl2 b) 6.0m c) 290m
I 6.25 a) fundtment oJ : displacement node.at 0.60 m,

pressure nodes at 0 and l.2A m:frst overtone:
displacencnt nodos at 0.30 m and 0.90 m.
pressure oodes at 0, A.60 m, 1.20 m', second
ovenone: displaccment nodcs at 0.20 m,
0.60 m, 1.00 m, pressure nodq at 0, 0.40 m,
0.80 m, 1.20 m
b) ltutdamental: displaceotenl node at 0,
pressure node at 1,20 t\rilirst overton€:
displacement nodes at 0 and 0.80 m, prcssure
nodes at 0.40 m and L.20 nti second overlone:
displacernent no&s at 0, 0.48 m, 0.96 m,
pressure nodes at 0.24 m, 0.72 m, 1.20 m

16.69 1.27
t6.71 a) 548H2 h) 652H2
16.73 a) 2186H2.0.157m b) 2920Hz.0.l18rr

c) 734 Hz
16.?5 a) 0.0674 m b) 147 tlz
16.77 b) 2.0m/s
16.79 a) 1.2 X 106 m,/5

b) 3.6 x 1016m = 3.8 ly
c) 5200 ly, about4100 ocr

/ 2r,.. \ / 2u.., \
16.81 ar,l(ii bl,t{. 

u + u.J
16.83 d) 9.69 cm/s,667 nr/s2

t*z*pt*r 17
l7.I a) -81.0'F b) 134.,'F c) 8,J,0"F
17.3 a) 27 .2 C' b) -55.6 C"
17.5 a) -'18.0 F b) -10.0 C'
17.7 0.961 clrn
17.9 -a) -?8?"C b) 47,600Pa,no
17.11 0.39 m
17.13 Dcath Vallcl': 1.9014 cm, Grccnland: I.896,1crn
17.15 0.26 rnn)
|"t,1't 49.4"C
t1.19 t.7 x 10..5 (co)-1
t7.2 t a) 1.431 cm: b; l.436 cm'
11.?3 a) 3.2 x 19-s191-t b) 2.6 x lOePa
17.25 a) 5.0mm b) -8.4 x 107 Pa

17.27 5.79 x tOsJ
11.29'z10Ilk}.K
17.31 23 min
17.33 a) -1..54U bj 0.012i C'
17.35 45.2C.
17.37 0.0rir 3 c"
17.39 a) 2l.5J1kg'K b) rvatcr c) tr)osmall
I7.4r 27.5'C
17.43 a) 5,9C' b) yes
17.45 150'C
1',7.4',1 '7.6nit
17.49 36,4 kJ,8.70 kcal,34.5 Btu
17.51 357 rn/s
17.53 3.4-5 L
17.55 5.05 x l0rskB
17.57 0.0674 kg
t7.59 ?.10 kg

'7.61 
190 s

t1.6-7 a) z22 K1m b) 10.7W c) ?3.3'C
17.6s a) - 5.8"C b) ll W/m:
11.67 4.0 z l0-r W.i u C'
17.69 105.5'C
17;tt a) 2l kW b) 6.4kW
11.73 2.1 cmz
17.75 a) 1.61 x l0ll m b) 5.4.3 x 106 nr

17.7? a) 35.1'M b) 39.6C"
I ?.79 .53.3'C
17.81 :35.0"C
17.83 23.0 cm, 7.0 cm

1?.85 b) 1.9 x i08Pa
17.87 a) 99.4N c) -4.2Hz,lalls
17.89 a) 87"C b) -80'C
17.91 20.2'C
17.93 a) 54.3
17.95 a) 8-1,6J b) 1.86J/mol .K

c) 5.60 J/nrol'K
17.91 a) 2.70 x I0' J b) 6.89 C' c) 19.3 C"
17.99 2.5 cnr
l7-101 a) 86.l"C h) no ice. no steanr,0.l30 kg

liquid water
17.103 a) 100"C b) 0.0214 kg steanr,0.219 kg

liquid watcr
l7.l0s 1.743 kg
I 7. i07 a) 93.9 W b) 1.35

t'7 .ta9 2.9
l7.lll c) l70h tl) 1.5 x l0l0s * 500y,no
17.113 0.106 w/m'K
17.115 5.82 g
l7.1l7a) l.04kW b) 87.1W c) Ll3kW

d) 289 e) l,lboules
1'1.119 a) 69.6'C
11.121 1.76 C"
l7.l23b) 0"Cl rl) 31.10C"/m c) l2l W l) zc.o

g) l.t r t0-{mr/s h) -ltC"/s
i) 9.1? s j) decrease k) -7.71 C"/s

l7.l25a) 103'C b) 27W
l7.l?7a) (i)?80W (i00.248)v (iii)2.l0kw

(iv) I l6 W; radiation from the sun

b) 3.?2 L/h c) 1.4 L/h

Chapter t$
l8.l a) 0.122 mol b) 14,700 Pa,0.145 atrn
18.3 0.100 atnr
18..5 a) 0.0136 kg/mr (Mars), 6?.6 kg/mr (Venus),

5.39 kg/nrr ('tiran)
18.7 .503"C
t8.9 t6.tt kPa
r8.r r 0.159 r.
t8.r3 0.0508v
18.15 a) 70.?'C t) yes
18.17 850 nr
18.19 a) 6.95- x 10-16kg b) 2.32 x 10-rrkglrns
18.21 22.8 kPa
18.?3 a) $8720 b) 3.88cnr
18.2.5 a) 8.2 x l0--l?atm b) no
I8.27 -55.6 rul, 3.35 x 1025 lroleculcrs
18.29 a) 9.00 x lO-sm3 b) 3.1 x l0-lom

c) about thc samc
r8.3r b) 1.004
18,33 (d) nrust be true, the others could be true

18.35 a) 1.93 X 106rn/s,no b) 7.3 x l0r0K
18.37 a) 6.21 x l0-2r J b:) 2.34 x los rn?/s2

c,) -18-1 m/s d) 2.57 x I0-:rkg'm/s
e) 1.24 x t0-leN t) 1.24 x l0-r7pa

18.39
18.41

18.43

18.45

18.47
18.49
r8..51

r8..53

18..55

r 8.57
18.59

18.6t
18.63
18.6.5

18.67
r 8.69
18.71

r8.73

g) 8.t7 x l02l moleculcs
h) 2.45 x 1022rnolcculcs
.1800.c
a) 2600J b) 1560J
a) 741 ,'ke'K, r,u = 5.65cp.
b) 5.65 kg c) 4.85 rn3

a) 923 J/kg.K
b) Tlre value calculated is too large by
aboulr 1.4Vo.

a) 337 m/s tr) 380 mls c) .11? rn/s
a) 610.P4 b) 22.1? MPa
n0, no
a) .t 1.8 kPa b) 0.566 I.,

212.C
0.211ke
a) -179'C b.) l.? x 1026molecules1m3
c) The atmosphere ofTitan is 4.8 times denser
than that of the etrth.
1.92 atn
a) .10.7 cylindcrs b) 8420 N c) ?800 N
a) 26.2 nr/s b) 16.l m/s,5.4J ur/s
c) 1.74 n!
* .5 x 1027 aioms
a) A b) B o) 42.50'C d) A
a) 4.6-5 x l0-26kg b) 6.lt x t0-2rJ
c) 2.04 x 1024 molccules d) 12.5 kJ

R"
b) 12 c) rr = -.1.,: = Ro,2-"6 d) Uo

)tto

18.75 a) -5l7ni/s b) 298m/s

18.77 b) 1.40 x 105 K (N), l.0l x 104 K (lt)
c) 6370 K (N),459 K (II)

18.79 a) l.?4 x l0-l4kg
b) 4.16 Y' [0llnro]eculcs
c) 2.95,&m, no

18.81 a) 2R: 16.6Jlmol.K b) lcss
I 8.83 C.O; 2A.7 9 I / mol. K, 27 c/ot SO2: 24.94

I f mol' K, Zla/o: blrS: ?4.94 I f nol. K, 3.9Vo

18.8s 3,trfn
18.87 b)0.0.12lN c) 2.94 x lo-?lN

d) 0.0?97N,2.08 x 10-2rN
e) 0.0595N,4.15 x 10-2tN

t8.89 42.6Va

18.91 a) 4.5 x l0llrr
b) 703 m/s,6.4 x 108 s(ry20 y)

c) l.d x l0-l4Pa d) 650nrls,evaporate

0 2 x lOs K, >3 tines the remperanue of the
sun- no

16.27
t6.29
r6.3 l
16.33
16.35
16.37
16.39
16.41
16.43
16.45
16.4'l
16.49
16._51

16.53
16.55
16.57
16.59

t6.6t
l6_6-?

5Ab Hz, l5l'1 H2,2529 Hz
a) 767 Hz b) no
a) 614H2 b) l230Hz
a) l72Hz b) 86tlz
0.125 m
destmctive
a) 433llz b) loosen
1.3 Hz
78t) m/s
a) 375 Hz b) .3?l Hz c) 4 Hz
a) 0.2-5 m/s b) 0.91 m
19.8 mfs
a) 1910H2 b) 0.188nr
0.0950c, ioward us

a) 36.0' b) 2.23 s

b) 0.687c
a) 1.00 b) 8.00

c) 4.73 x 10-8 m = 47.3 nrr
b) 3r,
flute harnonic .3N resorates wilh string

hmonic4il,N= 1.3,5,...
16.65 a) sroppcd b) Tthand9rh c) 0.439m
16.67 a\ 37.5 mfs b) 1.39 c) 0.8 cm


